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“Sometimes it is easy to be generous outward,
to give and give and yet remain ungenerous
to yourself. You lose the balance of your soul

if you do not learn to take care of yourself.
You need to be generous to your self in order
to receive the love that surrounds you. And

we must remain attentive in order to be able
to receive.”

 
-John Donohue
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Boundaries
 

Let's talk about creating
boundaries when it comes

to our unkind beliefs.
 

There are countless ways
to practice loving

boundaries with our
harmful thoughts. One of
my favorites is called The

Belief Police, a practice
that one of my dearest

friends, Lacy Young,
introduced me to a few

years ago.
 

It changed my life and up-
leveled self-kindness
practice. It will do the

same for you.
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Before I tell you more, I want you to consider that your soul,

that the brilliant essence that you came here with, is housed in

a gorgeous historic house that you've restored.
 

You've lived so many seasons of life in this home and it carries

many of your stories, both painful and loving. Along the way,

you've put much love into this house, repairing the cracked

walls, the creaky stairs, giving it fresh paint, and so much more.

It has a peaceful, positive vibe and it has countless windows

that let the light shine in, many of the windows you put in

yourself. It's a glorious old home and your heart loves it here.

Your soul feels safe here. 
 

Now consider the occasions when your Soul Home is at risk.

There's an intruder at the door. What do you do? How can you

protect that glorious old home that you've worked so hard on?
 

Enter, The Belief Police. 
 

Your Soul Home
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BUT HERE'S THE THINGS, FRIENDS. 

We have The Belief Police on our side. 
 

They protect and serve our Soul Homes, and help us

escort each and every intruder out the door.
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

and The Belief Police will do their job, instantly

removing the intruder from your Soul Home. 
 

Is it that simple? Yes, it can be. 

 

The next time an
intruder tries to

invade your space,
simply call out:

" Belief "

Let's say you're quietly enjoying your peaceful Soul Home when an

intruder knocks on the door. 
 

She says things like, 

"You're parenting your children all wrong in there!" 
 

"You shouldn't put in more windows, it's too bright in there already.

Who do you think you are?" 
 

"Stop wasting your time thinking about creating space in the attic

for your dream, because it will never happen." 
 

"Geez, this house is a wreck, no wonder nobody comes to visit you." 
 

"You can't do that, you're not an artist, your house will never be as

amazing at the one down the street."
 

You get the idea. The harmful self-talk we have is an Intruder trying

to break and dismantle our peace. Sometimes she's a sneaky

intruder, quietly finding a crack in the foundation. Sometimes she's

an obnoxious and persistent Intruder who will not stop banging on

the door. Sometimes, once she's in the house, she invites a whole

bunch of her intruder friends over and soon, your Soul Home has

been taken over by the untruths and chaos.
 
 

Here's how it works
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A big part of our self-kindness practice is

to bring awareness to our 

negative self-talk.
 
A firm "Belief!" said aloud and with

conviction (either literally or in your mind)

quickly brings our awareness to the

intruding belief, which helps create a

boundary, a security system if you will, by

protecting the truth and essence of who we

are from the untruth of the invader.

Once the boundary is in place, and our Soul

Home is secured, we're safe. We can, in that

moment, begin to create a new narrative.

For example, let's say your intruder barges

in and says, "You can't take care of yourself

until you've taken care of everyone else."

You bring your awareness to the intrusion

by saying "Belief!" out loud, with the energy

of a stop sign. Nice job, you've stopped the

intruder, and all the disruption and chaos

that she brings, in her tracks. You've

essentially said "Hey, you're not welcome

here. Please go now."

Now you can go about tending to your Soul

Home with mindfulness and tenderness.

You may tell yourself that your intruder

was misguided, that she was in pain,

perhaps in fear. Your self-talk could go

further and forgiver her for her intrusion,

perhaps disarming the belief even more.

As you do this practice, you may find

yourself proclaiming "Belief!" a lot

throughout your day. This is great! It means

you're growing your awareness, which is

essential to changing the narrative.
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A WELCOME GUEST = THE TRUTH   
If intruders are Negative Beliefs consider a

welcomed guest The Truth.

As you begin to consciously protect your Soul Home

from intruders, consider only allowing loving guests

in for they represent The Truth. The more loving and

kind guests you invite into your home, the better

protection you'll have as you'll eventually have a

large army of Truth Tellers who can easily protect

you when the inevitable intruder comes around. 

This part of the road is so important to our self-

kindness journey.

If your Soul Home is dusty and dismantled, it's how

you can begin to clear out the dirt and repair it with

light (throw back the curtains!), cleansing truth, and

sustained gentleness. If you're Soul Home is pretty

clean already, it's how you can keep it clean. There

is always work to be done. It's good work. Soul work.

And it's all powered by the ultimate guest: 

self-kindness.  
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Do This Practice With Your

Families.

 

As a mom, the Belief Police

strategy has been so valuable in

teaching our son, True, about

negative self-talk. The other day I

was downstairs and he heard me

say to my husband. "I'm sorry I'm

ont a good cook." The next thing I

knew, I heard him yelling down

the stairs "BELIEF!".

 

It really is a quick (and loving)

way to bring attention to how we

talk about ourselves while also

encouraging us to quickly

reprogram the belief. This is self-

kindness in action, my friends! 
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Thank you!
I hope this was helpful to you! 

Would you like more? 
 

Download my ebook,

Self-Kindness Changes

Everything.
 

It's packed with essays and thoughtful
missions to help you pause for a few

sacred moments each day so that you
not only see your magnificence, but you
become the guardian of it, tending to it

daily with kindness.
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Learn More!
PS:

Use code SELFLOVE

for 15% off the

entire ebook
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